Blackbaud Grantmaking™
Modern, Intuitive Grants Management for Funders

Blackbaud Grantmaking helps organisations give more
effectively with a simplified and holistic view of the entire
grants programme. With powerful grants management
tools, you can drive closer collaborations with your grantee
partners, ease your staff’s administrative burdens and inform
your grant investment decision making with easily accessible
data and analytics. As a fully online solution that is browser
agnostic, it delivers grantmaking capabilities when and where
you need them, without installing software, maintaining
hardware or the risk of losing your vital data.

With Blackbaud Grantmaking, your organisation
uses a hosted, web-based solution to:
Increase efficiency

“The flexibility of the
system allows us
to be considerably more
efficient and effective in
the way that we distribute
our grants ...and ensuring
that all team members
can access the data and
processes they need,
wherever they are, is
critical in ensuring we’re
driving towards our goals.”
—Paul Richardson, Senior Executive,
British Film Institute

Smart workflows enable your team to spend less time
on administrative tasks and more time applying their
expertise where it really matters.

Produce more meaningful results
Streamline giving and see the measurable impact of your
grantmaking investments. Quickly analyse and report on
your data with dashboards and powerful reporting tools,
which provide insights and tell your impact story in a
consistent, proven way.

Drive collaborative impact
Grantees, reviewers, board members, and organisational
leaders connect and contribute to your giving processes,
making it easier for all participants to collaborate and
enhance the impact of giving.
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Blackbaud Grantmaking delivers the capabilities you need
to streamline every aspect of grantmaking
Empower applicants and grantees
•

•

•

Capture, search, and manage grants
data easily

Applicants apply using online forms
that pre-screen for eligibility based
on your specific requirements.
Clearly defined requirements ensure
that applicants provide complete
documentation.
Grantees send progress and final
reports more easily and faster online.

•
•

•

Use integrated tools to simplify
budgeting and financial management
•

•

•

Create payment schedules, link
payments to a fund or your general
ledger and view payment forecasts.
Allocate funds and view real-time
budget, commitment, balance and
payment data.
Generate one-click budget reports from
your personalised homepage.

Once data is entered it is incorporated
into your workflow.
View and review data on charts, track
grantee history and create reports on
virtually any aspect of your giving.
Keep track of documents by linking
them to specific grants or organisations.

Measure and understand results
•

•

•

Analyse data and use reporting tools
to gain a deeper understanding of your
grantmaking.
Instantly access your entire giving
portfolio to effectively measure the
impact of your giving.
Apply insights and your expertise to
look for ways to make your giving
more effective.

Keep board members updated

Accelerate and enhance reviews

•

•

•

Custom configure homepages to
provide board members instant access
to a visual snapshot of data that is
relevant to them.
Board members save time – their
own and yours – with direct access to
information, anywhere and at any time.

•

•

Automatically track assigned proposals,
collect reviews and organise feedback.
Internal staff and external subject
matter experts review proposals and
provide comments online, accessing
authorised information only.
Tailored online reviews ensure that
you receive complete and consistent
feedback.

Make better decisions
•

•

Find patterns and draw conclusions
with your data using reporting tools
to gain a deeper understanding of
your grantmaking.
Apply insights and your expertise to
look for ways to make your giving
more effective.
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To learn more visit www.blackbaud.co.uk/
grantmaking or contact your Blackbaud
account representative.
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